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BAYVIEW PRESCHOOL

CARPARK

Nature play area

Quiet nook in planting with 
rock seats

Accessible carousel

Bespoke play structure with 
slides, climbing, tunnels and 
quiet nooks

Bin

Dry pebble creek

Picnic shelter

Open lawn area 

Social rocker

3m high cantilever basket 
swing

Junior swing - reuse and 
relocate existing swing

Gathering area

Proposed entrance from 
Bayview Preschool

Trees in front of 
Bayview 
Preschool

Drinking fountain with dog 
bowl

Accessible synthetic softfall 
paths to access inclusive 
play equipment

Replace existing fence
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Willow Park is an intimate local reserve 
in Frankston, located adjacent to 
Bayview Preschool and a short walk 
from St John of God Nepean Hospital. 

This proposed design explores the 
notion of a secret garden with a strong 
connection to the nearby Bunarong 
Park and the natural history of this 
area.  

Throughout the space unique play 
opportunities are provided, including: 

DESIGN INTENT 

CLIENT

Increased planting throughout the park 
will feature native heathland and grass 
species to form gathering spaces, 
increase shade, and attract native 
insects.  

A path network throughout the park 
increases connections with the nearby 
preschool and Willow Road.

Open lawn areas provide opportunities 
for gathering, picnics, dog walking, and 
games. 

- an undulating play structure,    

reminiscent of the sand dunes that 

formed the geology of this area

- natural play elements

- a dry pebble creek bed

- planting nooks that promote quiet 

and social play opportunities

- a cantilever basket swing

- an accessible carousel

- a social rocker
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